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EXPRESSIVE LANDSCAPES

Workshop Description
In this workshop, we will begin by observing the environment
of Eastern Washington and its surrounding context: to learn
about the ‘power of a place’ through drawing and painting.
Simulation through drawing and by hand, reinforces the true experience of a place in
time, again, using all five senses, and instilling permanent habits of drawing, as well
as creating indelible memories; a ‘fact finding’ mission. Sketches, paintings, drawings,
collages will be created of landscape; creating ‘evocative’ works, furthering a concept of
‘place’; utilizing tools of watercolor, pastel, charcoal, and graphite.
Fields trips in the surrounding area for gathering evidence and experiencing the
incredible countryside and a home base studio is planned.
A small group of only 6-8 participants provides opportunities for plenty of one-on-one
learning, lessons, critiques, and demos. Workshop fee for 4 days $500.

Anita H. Lehmann is a registered architect in the state of Washington. She is also a teacher
and an artist. After receiving training at the University of Washington, she has taught freehand
drawing in Rome, Civita, Seattle, and now in France. She currently offers small group classes
in drawing, painting, and design. Her other skills include architectural design, graphic design,
community planning and design illustration.
Prior to receiving the 2013 Civita Institute fellowship, Anita was a graduate student teacher at
the University of Washington Rome Center, in Rome, Italy in 1985.
“Drawing is about attempting something beyond language and beyond representation.
I connect with the world and experience life. Mine is the hand of a practiced artist who has
spent thousands upon thousands of hours honing my tool. My pencil is a baton; the goal is
to wield it as effortlessly as most people breathe. I strive for humor, humility, work ethic, and
confidence.”
Anita H. Lehmann, Teacher

Anita brings over 35 years of teaching experience in teaching design and drawing.

AGENDA for Workshop
day 1 Thursday, August 23
am
meet up at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church: (our home base Thurs - Sat)
value, shape,design and compostion
pm
Peola Mountain Road: media exploration in the landscape with value
day 2 Friday, August 24
am
meet up at St. Peter’s Episcopal Church:
value, shape,design and compostion
pm
Valentine Ridge Road: media exploration in the landscape with color;
critique in early evening
day 3 Saturday, August 25
am
Eastern Washington Argricultural Museum; still life investigation
pm
Grain Silo works + critique in early evening; pin up + dinner at the
church
day 4 Sunday, August 26
am
Lyon’s Ferry on the river:
shape in the landscape; picnic lunch + gather + critique
pm
Palouse Falls State Park + depart by 4PM

